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Abstract 

 
Introduction :- 

 

Now a days, the Education Institutions confront a group of challenges and 

changes ; that impose on the decision makers and the nersons in charge to face 

them all ; in order to find the suitable solutions for that is certainly due to the 

rising effects , more over the significance to escort and to be in conformity with 

developments and variables . 

 

The most signification one , perhaps , the knowledge variables and 

changes in fact, that represent in the information revolution and its acceleration 

rapidly in a short period at time , the technological changes and all their ritual 

accomplishments in many different fields , the micro-electronics one at the first 

place , plus calculators , computers , information production tools , 

communications , space technology , the use of biology  achienemts and the 

heredity engineering all that , of course , has led to occurring root and immense 

changes in man's life and behavioral as well . many doctrines 9 ideas, Values 

and behavioral modes have completely changed, plus the economic changes, 

The most significant of their consequences disappearing the workforce that 

depends on the weak skills and muscles strength, to be replaced by highly skilful 

workforce, deployment assimilation. Depending on the market economy, the 

necessity for inventions, changing work units and domaine, increasing cost, high 

prices … etc . Social changes, however have not been away from this. Many 

social changes happened . the most significant one is the family structure. 

Women entering work market, Now. Increasing ambitions of the individuals of 

learning, the vast increasing of population, changing values and altitudes, beside 

that there have been many of democratic changes that strongly try to decrease 

the social isolation among the individual, providing the relevant opportunities 

for free participation and openness as well. Also, there have been many changes 

related to the educational changes which one of the most  significant as pets is 



 

giving more attention and interest to the notion of the life long learning , the 

increasing social demand for education, increasing expenditures for education . 

more over that, new conceptions appeared currently. Such as, cooperative 

learning, self learning in addition to remote learning plus close learning, and the 

micro-learning …. etc . 

  

Thus, who trace the administrative intelectual development, in   general, can 

clearly approach to many different main directions characterized this thought . 

that they  have found a lot of echo in managing the community organization, in 

duding the educational institutions. These attitudes confined in seeking ;  

- more overlapping and complexity in the practical contact pertaining to 

management operation .  

- more intellectuality & scientific and use as most of analyzing methods 

plus investigating for more alternatives .  

- more flexibility in the administrative business and variation though being 

away from the void organizational modes and models .  

 

Directing towards, more management professionality . many countries have 

adopted a group of the contemporary managerial attitudes . as they are new 

entries for development : the most significant .  

one of these is: comprehensive quality, administrative engineering, the 

connection between management  purposes, team management, time 

management plus crises management.. etc .  

 

The education is really considered of the most effective aids which most 

countries seek there help so as to find the proper solutions for social economic 

cases actually, these contemporary tendencies and changes really impose upon 

the educational systems the necessity of changing in order to escort what they 

resulting; to occur the desirable change. In fact in the educational process . in the 

first place. Comes the confirming the revival and renovation in all aspects 

relevant to the educational process in addition to adopting new root 

modifications concerning to its contents , means , tools , aims , moreover , 

connecting the education , in general with the society as whole , not only this but 

with requirements of economic and social development , to be more suitable for 

life, and to provide a great contribitution in the development of the society  to 

have great ability to solve the development issues and problems , if is not 



 

sufficient to weare aims and plans for the sake of education it self. But that all 

should be side by side with a sufficient and effective will to translate and 

transform such objectives and to achieve the educational plans . whatever the 

educational plans, objectives , ambitions and plans arising from that they one , 

all that is not actually sufficient unless we take into account that the decisive and 

direct factor in order to fulfill such policies and to make their plans successful . 

is that the wise management; there management. The administrative and their 

efficacy one all considered from the most important factor . to which societies 

development attributed to if not so . these societies can't achieve prosperity as 

well .  

 

Importance of and interest in the educational institutions management has 

lately increased .where escorting that requires :-  

1- the material element ; that in dudes raw material, tools and the human 

begins the selves . ( the human resources ) .  

2- developing and qualifying , skills , experiences and professions that 

should be sufficiently supplied and possessed by the individuals of 

workforce so as to meet the demands of future and increasing the leading 

individuals ability to control and manage the different tasks related to 

business effectively . as the demands require in the field of educational 

header ship .  

3- making the proper change in the work or business structures , systems in 

addition its relevant legislations . to reach , though that , to the required 

administrative atmosphere that allows escorting the accelerated changes 

and the modern modes pertaining to the administrative domain .  

 

From this point , now there is a full confidence for both of inquiries and those 

are interested in the educational process , as they see that there is a great 

necessity for developing the education process , managers administratively to 

make the suitable and urgent decisions . to communicate administratively and to 

be also effective and qualified leaders .  

 

Beside that to improve the administrative atmosphere along with 

reconstruction of the educational process , and giving more suitable 

characterizing  of the relevant functions to it , reviewing legislations pertaining 

to work systems .. etc . Giving wide range for technology use on the 



 

administrative level , that , in fact are considered are of the most significant 

pillars & foundations of the administrative development  in the educational 

institutions  , in order to eseart  the evolution  of the human . thought and the 

human attitudes regarding  to the future practicality , democracy , sufficiency  

and accuracy . 

 

Research Problem ; 

   

 As the responsibilities of the new administration regarding to confronting 

the consequence of the contempory changes and exerting the modern 

administrative altitudes depend mainly on the significance of the H.R., that need 

the following :-  

- Reforming the human resources related to strategy in order to take into 

into account the actualities of technological altitude and its future crises .  

- Reforming the strategy related to the available human resource .  

- Developing the styles of dealing with the human resources , to be able to 

exploit them as greatly as it can .  

- Developing motivation that motivates the individuals for the purpose of 

developing their own performance in spite of the existence of 

technological development . 

  

 Undoubtedly, that the updating of educational process would be generated 

only by the administrative revolutionary in he education it self . taking into 

consideration developing the abilities and skills of those who are responsible for 

this management . to equip Them with the ability to make wise and good 

decision . and to issue judgment rationally taken pertaining planning , follow up 

and execution . from this point , the priority of concentration will be on human 

beings , and enlarging as possibly the human energies in all exerted efforts so as 

to develop and correct the administration . further more work systems should 

also be supplied & be available , reconstruction of the administration system of 

the educational institutions is also of huge significance , too we also have to take 

into account the revision of the given legislation totally that means making a 

comprehensive administrative development process . through this only this we 

can speaty the research problem in the following main question :- 
How can The Administrative Development of the Educational Institutions In Terms of 
Some variables and Contemporary Attitudes? 



 

This main question may be bromched into the following inquiries :- 

1- what are the most significant in temporary changes and variables that 

nowadays confront both of educational systems and institution at present . 

2- what are the main features of the contemporary administrative intellect ( 

thought ) and what are its main tendencies ? what are its main influences 

on the educational process ?  

3- what are the most important characteristics of the current educational crise 

? what role does the educational administration for the purpose of facing 

them ?  

4- what do we mean by the administrative development of the educational 

institutions ? what are its requirements ? what are its main entries ?  

5- what are the most significant fields of change , that should be in duded in 

the administrative development process in the educational institutions ?  

6- how is currently the contemporary administrative development of the 

educational organizations ?  

7- what are its main restrictions ?  

8- how can benefit be obtained from the different tendencies of the 

contemporary administration in order to accomplish the administrative 

development  in  educational  institutions ?  

9- what the suggested aspect and pivots that should also be contained in the 

administrative development process of the educational institutions on 

terms as some of the contemporary altitudes and changes ?  

 

research Objectives :-  

 

This research aims at :- 

- stating dearly the contemporary challenges that confront the educational 

systems & institutions :-  

- studying the most important altitudes , and the educational administration 

utilize them .  

- studying & reviewing the most important extend of the required change 

for the educational institutions , on the terms the contemporary tendencies 

and changes .  

- tracing the most significant features of the contemporary educational crise   



 

- familiarizes our selves with the administrative of the educational 

institutions and stating clearly the most important entries for the purpose 

of defying & overcoming the modern educational crise .  

- manifesting the most significant requirements of the educational 

administration in order to fulfill the objectives of the educational system 

in terms of the contemporary changes and variables .  

- knowing the most important means and methods followed in the 

administrative development process of the educational institutions in 

existence .  

- knowing the most important limitations that lag the administrative 

development of the educational institutions .  

- adopting a general framework , through which , the administrative 

development of the educational institutions accomplished under the 

contemporary tendencies and changes . the significance of the research . 

 
Importance of research :  

 

 significance of this research actually lies in utilizing and benefits that 

workforce , officials and labors can attain fruitfully working in the field of 

education as of : 

the person in charge of can benefit in choosing and  adopting the training of the 

administrative leaders in the field of educational process , and all other 

significance concerns to the administrative process or the decision makers in the 

Egyptian Educational organization on this can be seen in the following aspects :- 

1- Reconstructing the current training programs at the departments of the 

education and other concerned authorities to , in order to quality the 

concerned individuals to affect positively the educational system as a 

whole .  

- reordering & reevaluating the operations and functions I the head quarters 

of the educational system .  

- supporting the horizontal & vertical relations through ad among the 

various levels of the educational management .  

2- supporting and helping the individuals are in charge for training the 

administrative leader of the educational institutions , through stating 

clearly how to adopt the relevant training programs , through which they 



 

can develop and qualify these individuals , in order to escort the modern 

administrative thought and its future tendencies . 

  
The Methodology & Tools of the research :- 

 

 Using the analytical and descriptive methodology of the research , that 

doesnt cease only to describe the phenomenon , but it also depends on studying 

the actual phenomena as they actually are , giving more interest to describe them 

accurately , and to be qualitatively and quantitatively expressed expanding to 

construe the data and analyzing and inducing the meaning signs , identifying the 

best desirable conditions , under specifying new standards , the research also 

uses within the framework of this methodology the following tools :-  

1- questionnaires to know the actuality and reality of the administrative 

development of the educational institutions and how to specify the needs 

of the training to the presented programs , as well as to know the followed 

techniques so as to complete these programs and to re-assess them .  

2- interviewing the responsible persons for the management of the 

educational institution , the specialized individuals in order to investigate 

deeply their own views and visions about to make effected integral 

administrative development for the educational organizations, to escort 

the contemporary changes and altitudes as well .  

- statistic techniques that depend on gathering and collecting the qualitative 

data to be analyzed depending on this methodology . this current study in 

its procedures that  

The study actually reached to the following findings: 

 

1- Concerns have as per they met the criteria of the training programs as 

follows: Popularizing the content of the training programs (the material of 

training), then stating the objectives of programs. After that comes 

following the approaches and activities in the administrative programs, 

then the training environment components and then comes the assessment 

of the programs. But finally, being familiarized with the administrative 

training program. 

2- The content of the training programs should be prepared pre the courses 

held, where it is reviewed by the trainees at the beginning and during, 



 

holding of training programs, where it is circulated in the form of printed 

pamphlets. 

3- Some courses may be held in a hall designated for training or in a 

classroom at some schools that are dependent to some of the educational 

departments. 

4- Majority of the held courses don’t adopt clear plan trainees acquainted 

with. 

5- The training courses and achieved by the supervisors and responsible 

persons and that they are not prepared according to the trainees needs. 

6- The training programs aim at: 

- Improving the potential for working in the educational organization in the 

team spirit. 

- Stating how to invest the financial resources and human energies that are 

really available in the educational organization. 

- Stating how to use the mechanism of evolutionary performance 

assessment of teachers. 

- Specifying the priorities of development for workers in the educational 

organization. 

- How to activate the role of the local society in supporting the school and 

to develop it as well. 

- Obtaining the training necessary for adopting procedural plans for the 

purpose of directing the change in the educational institution. 

- Developing the professional skills of the trainees.  

 

7- Regarding to the content of the training programs, they show that the 

training material include the aspect of the training program, as well as 

they are in conformity with the targeted objectives. But what is relevant to 

the developing the administrative creativity and adopting the subject as 

per the trainees demands, in additions to the administrative development, 

the most important negative aspects were in the training curriculum. 

8- Some other application and practical methods can be used (e.g workshops 

and the argumentative seminars) for the purpose of executing the training 

programs. The traditional style however of the lectures is the dominant 

style on the administrative training programs. 



 

9- The training environment, in which the training programs preformed, 

these lack the developed technologies and equipment, that are able to 

achieve the training programs effectively. 

10- There is no variety in the followed assessment methods, the  fulfilled 

through a theoretical test or presenting a research that might not 

discussed. 

11- Concerning to the efficiencies, that the trainings courses try to achieve for 

the trainees, the following come at the top. 

- How to support the moral spirit of the dependents in the educational 

institutions. 

- Knowing effectively how to deal with problems situations and how to 

make the appropriate decisions in this concern. 

- The work with the team inside the educational institutions.  

But ends that come at the last order, it has been noted that these are the 

ends that are relevant to the most important components and methods of 

the administrative development these are: 

- Managing the educational organizations effectively in the terms of the 

contemporary administrative attitudes. 

- Having the efficacy to apprehend the comprehensive administrative. 

- Using the suitable and modern technologies and to apply them and to 

employ them so as to achieve the aims of the educational organizations. 

- How to deal with time. 

- How to formulate the objectives and managing these objectives. 

- How to motivate the principles related to the comprehensive quality. 

- How to manage the educational crises. 

 

12- All members of the sample have indicated that the development at the 

educational organizations is deemed a must to escort the contemporary 

attitudes and changes, and the administrative development of the 

educational organizations is actually deemed as a prior entry of 

educational reformation entries. 

13- The pivots of the suggested frame work order has come as per their 

importance from the point of view of the sample members as follows: 

- Structural aspects beside the occupational ones (that they aim at 

developing the administrative structure and reformulating the posts in the 

educational institutions). 



 

- Legislative aspects (that really target the legislative reformations). 

- Procedural aspects (they target the development of special system related 

to information systems, simplifying the procedures and methods of 

dealing in or outside the organization). 

- Technological and technical aspects (they target employing and 

integration the administrative technology and communication technology 

in the educational organizations). 

- Human aspects (they target to improve the position of the administration 

member in the educational organization). 

 

                                                          

        

 

 

 

 
 


